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ORDERED  QUASIGROUPS  AND LOOPS

PHILLIP   A.   HARTMAN1

Abstract. We generalize the well-known results on embedding

a partially ordered group in its Dedekind extension by showing that,

with the appropriate definition of integral closure, anv partiallv

ordered quasigroup (loop) G can be embedded in a complete

partially ordered quasigroup (loop) if and only if G is integrally

closed. If G is directed as well, then its Dedekind extension is a com-

plete lattice-ordered quasigroup (loop). Furthermore, any complete

fully ordered quasigroup (loop) has, with one exception, the real

numbers with their usual ordering as its underlying set. The quasi-

group (loop) operation, however, need not be ordinary addition

as it is in the group case. On the other hand, a complete, strongly

power associative fully ordered loop is either the integers or the

real numbers with ordinary addition.

1. Introduction. Following the notation of [5] we will write quasigroups

and loops additively. A partially ordered quasigroup is a quasigroup G

with a partial order satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of [5]. If the order

is a lattice-order (full order) then G is called a lattice-ordered (fully

ordered) quasigroup. It is easily shown that G satisfies conditions (iii)-

(viii) of [5]. The reader may refer to [2], [3] and [5] for terminology and

basic results not given here.

2. Integral closure and completeness. Traditionally, a partially ordered

group is said to be integrally closed provided na^b («=1, 2, • ■ •) implies

ar£0 (see [2. p. 290]). Iseki [8] extended this definition to fully ordered

loops by letting na denote the «th right multiple of a. He, however, used

the term "right Archimedean" which we will do here so that we may

reserve the term "integrally closed" for another use with quasigroups.

The following was first proved for fully ordered loops [8].

Theorem 1. If L is a complete lattice-ordered loop then L is right

Archimedean.
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Proof. Suppose L is a complete lattice-ordered loop with a, beL and

na^b («= 1, 2, • • •)■ Then the set {nd\n — 1, 2, • • •} is bounded above by b

and hence has a least upper bound c. Thus c+a=(\! {na\n=\, 2, • • •}) +

a = Y {«ajn = 2, 3, ■ • -} = c, so that û_0. Hence L is right Archimedean.

Although an integrally closed lattice-ordered group can be embedded

in a complete lattice-ordered group (see [6, pp. 92-95]), it is not apparent

that a right Archimedean lattice-ordered loop can be embedded in a

complete lattice-ordered loop. Furthermore, the definition "right Archi-

medean"' is useless for quasigroups since in general they have no neutral

element. We now formulate a definition of "integral closure" for partially

ordered quasigroups (loops) that will guarantee that the Dedekind

completion of a directed quasigroup (loop) is also a quasigroup (loop).

Definition.   Let G be a partially ordered quasigroup. G is said to be

integrally closed provided that for any sequence {«„} in G that is bounded

below and for any a, beG, if any of the following conditions are satisfied

then {un} is increasing (or equivalently a_¿):

(i) -u„+b= -un+i+a («=1,2, • ••),

(ii) b—u„ = a-uri+1 (« = 1,2, • • ■),

(iii) un+l+b=un+a (n= I, 2, • • •).

(iv) b+un+i=a+un («=1, 2, • • •)•

If G is associative, that is a group, this definition is equivalent to the

usual definition of "integral closure" for groups, and in fact conditions

(i)-(iv) are equivalent to each other. However it does not appear that if

G is a loop, the presence of a neutral element would permit a less com-

plicated definition.

Theorem 2. If G is a complete lattice-ordered quasigroup then G is

integrally closed. Conversely, an integrally closed directed quasigroup can

be embedded in a complete lattice-ordered quasigroup.

Proof. Suppose that G is a complete lattice-ordered quasigroup. We

will show that if {«„} is a sequence in G that is bounded below and if a

and b are elements of G such that (i) of the definition is satisfied then

a_è. The proofs involving conditions (ii)-(iv) are similar. Since G is

complete {w,J has a greatest lower bound c. Suppose (i) is satisfied, so

that un+1=a—(—un+b) («=1,2, •••)• Since c=/\ {wn|«=l, 2, ■ • •}

we have

a- (-c + b) = a - (-A{un\n = \,2,- ■ ■} + b)

= /\{a-(-u„ + b)\n=l,2,---}

= A {Nn|«= 1.2, •••} = <:.

Thus we have a— (—c+b)^.c so that ö_c+(—c+b)=b.
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Conversely suppose that G is an integrally closed directed quasigroup.

We will construct the Dedekind extension of G. For each subset A of G

let U(A) denote the set of all upper bounds of A, let L(A) denote the set

of all lower bounds of A, and let A* denote L(U(A)). Let G# — {A#\A is a

nonempty subset of G that is bounded above}. We note that if AeG# then

A is bounded above and A#=A.

A binary operation ® may be defined on G# by letting A®B=(A+B)*

for all A, BeG#. Exactly as in the case where G is a group (see [6, pp.

94-95]) we may prove the following:

Lemma 3. (i) G* is a conditionally complete lattice with respect to

inclusion (c),

(ii) the map a-*{a}# embeds G in G# with preservation of order, least

upper bounds, greatest lower bounds, and addition,

(iii) if A, B, CeG# then C~(AvB)=(CGA)v(C3B) and (AvB)3C=
(AeC)w(B-3C),

(iv) ifaeG and B is a nonempty subset of G then a+B# = (a+B)*f,

(v) if AeG" and B is a nonempty subset of G that is bounded above then

(A + B#)#=(A + B)* and (B#+A)# = (B+A)#.

We define 9 AGB=(-U(A) + B)# and B3A = (B-U{A))* for each
A, BeG#. To show that G# is a quasigroup with respect to the three

operations .432?, QA®B and BQA it suffices to show that the following

identities are satisfied:

(i) A3(QA®B) = B,

(ii) (BQA)3A=B,

(iii) QA®(A@B)**B,
(iv) (B@A)3A=B.

These are obtained respectively from conditions (i)-(iv) of the definition

of integral closure. We will demonstrate (i) and (iii).

Let A. BeG#. If xeU(B), aeA, ueU(A) and beB then x^b =

a + (-a+b)^a+(-u+b), so that U(B)ç U(A + (-U(A) + B)). On the

other hand, suppose xeb'(A + (— U(A)+B)). If beB, aeA and ueU(A)

then x^a+(-u4-b), so that x-(-u + b)^a. Thus x-(-U(A) + B)^

U(A). We set ux = u and «,,_1=.v— ( — un+b) («=1, 2, • • •). The sequence

{«„} is bounded below by a, and so by (i) of the definition of integral

closure we have x^b. Hence xel'(B) and U(A + (-U(A)+B))ç U(B).

Thus U(A + (-U(A) + B))=U(B) and the identity (i) follows immediately.

Now we show that the identity (iii) is satisfied. Let A, BeG#'. If xeU(B),

ueU(A), aeA and beB, then .v^6=— a+(a+b)^— u+(a+b), so that

xeU(-U(A)+(A+B)). Hence U(B)çU(-U(A) + (A+B)). On the other

hand, suppose xeU(— U(A)+(A+B)). If beB, aeA, and ueU(A) then
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a = — u+(a+b), so that (u+x) — è_a. We set «i=wand un+1—(un+x)—b

(n=l, 2, ■ • •). The sequence {u„} is bounded below by a, and so by (iii)

of the definition of integral closure we have a-_¿>. Hence xell(B) and

U(-U(A) + (A+B))cU(B). Thus U(-V\A) + (A+B))=U(B). From

Lemma 3(iv) we have u+(-u+(A + B))# = (A+B)#, so that

(-« + (y< + J?))# = -u + (A + Bf

for each ueU(A). Hence we have

L(U(B)) = L(U(-U(A) + (A+ B)) £ (-U(A) + (A + Bff

= (U {-u + (A + B)# | u e U(A)})#

= (U {(-« + M + 5))* ¡ « 6 t/(^)})#

£ (-l/(¿) + (,< +*)#),

so that 7i=7i* = (-(/(/i)-fO4-|-7i)*)#=0 A©(A@B).
Thus we conclude that G# is a complete lattice-ordered quasigroup

with respect to the inclusion order and G is embedded as a directed

quasigroup in G#. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. Obviously,

the theorem remains true when each occurrence of "quasigroup" is

replaced by "loop".

3. Completeness and linear order. Suppose Lisa compete fully ordered

loop with a smallest positive element e. Then L is generated by e and so

as Zelinsky has shown [9], L must be the set of integers with ordinary

addition and the usual order.

Henceforth we will assume that L is a complete fully ordered loop with

no smallest positive member. Thus if a, beL with a<b, then 0<b—a and

so there is a member c of L such that 0<c<b—a. Thus a<c+a<b, and

hence we conclude that between any two members of L there is a third

member of L.

Lemma 4. Let « be a fixed positive integer and let L„ = {na\aeLh}. Then

Ln = L+ (here L+ denotes the set of nonnegative members ofL).

Proof. We proceed by induction on «. The proposition is trivial for

«=1. Suppose that «_2 and that Ln_1 = L+. Let zeL+ and let

A = {a e L+ \ na _ z},       A„ = {na | a e A},

B = {a e L+ j na = z},       Bn = {na\ae B}.

Suppose that z$AnuBn. We know that /M0 since OeA and B^0 since

z^nz so that «zeTi. In fact, A uB=L+, and if aeA and Z>e7? then na<z<nb

so that a<¿7. Thus ,4 is bounded above and Tí is bounded below. Further,

the least upper bound of A equals the greatest lower bound of B. Let a0
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be the least upper bound of A. We know that a0eA Ufi. Suppose a0eA

and let u be the greatest lower bound of Bn. Then na0<:^u. Using the

induction hypothesis, we find yeL+ such that («— l)a0<(«— \)y<u—a0.

Then a0<.y and na0<(n— l)y+a0. Also fl„< — (« — l)y+u. Now we find

xeL^ such that a0<.v<— («— l)>'4-t'- Thus «a0<(«— l)y-|-a0<(«— l)>-4-

x<u. If x^y then na0<nx<u. But since .veZ?, this would lead to a con-

tradiction. On the other hand, if y<x then na0<ny<u. But since yeB,

this also would lead to a contradiction. Hence if a0eA then zeLn. The

argument is similar in case a0eB. This completes the induction argument.

Now fix a>0. For each positive integer n there is, by Lemma 4, a unique

positive element x of L such that nx=a. Henceforth .v will be called the

nth right root of a, and we will write x=(l/n)a.

Lemma 5. Let b, ceL+ with b<c. There are positive integers m and n

such that b^m((\¡n)a)<c.

Proof. Suppose that (l/«)a_ — b+c («=1,2, •••), so that a>

n(—b+c) («=1,2, •••). Then by Theorem 1 we may conclude that

—b+c^O, which is a contradiction. So for some positive integer «, we

have (l/n)a<— b+c. Again by Theorem 1, there is a positive integer m

such that (m—\)((\¡n)a)<b-¿m((\ln)a). If m((\jn)a)^.c then (\¡n)a—

-(m-l)((lin)a)+m((\¡n)a)>-(m-\)((lln)a) + c>-b + c, which is a

contradiction. Thus we have b-^m((\¡n)a)<c.

We conclude from Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 that the set D = {m((lln)a)\ m

and « are positive integers} is dense in L+, and hence the set £>u

{0—d\deD} is a countable dense subset of L which is order-isomorphic

to the set of rational numbers. It is a well-known result of Cantor [4] that

a (conditionally) complete fully ordered set containing a dense subset

order-isomorphic to the rational numbers is in fact order-isomorphic to

the real numbers. Thus we have the following result:

Theorem 6. If L is a complete fully ordered loop then either L is iso-

morphic to the integers with ordinary addition or L is a loop with the real

numbers as its underlying set.

Corollary 7. If G is a complete fully ordered quasigroup then either

G is isotopic to the integers with ordinary addition or G has the real

numbers as its underlying set.

Proof. Suppose G is a complete fully ordered quasigroup and a, beG.

Then G with the new operation x3y=(x—b) + (—a+y) is a complete

fully ordered loop with neutral element a+b (see [3, p. 56]). Thus the

corollary follows from Theorem 6.

Corollary 8. If a fully ordered loop or quasigroup is integrally closed

then it can he embedded as an ordered set in the real numbers.
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The converse of Corollary 8 is not true even for groups. For if G is the

direct product ZxZ of two copies of the integers with the lexicographic

order then G is embeddable as an ordered set in the real numbers but G

is not integrally closed since «(0,1)<(2,0) («= 1,2, • • •) and (0,1)>(0,0).

We have the following obvious characterization of complete fully

ordered loops :

Corollary 9.    L is a complete fully ordered loop if and only if its

addition operation can be characterized as a function fi.Lx L-^-L where L

is either the set of integers or real numbers and

(i) f(a, L)=f(L, a)=Lfor each aeL,
(ii) fis strictly increasing in each argument, and

(iii) there is an element e of L such that, for each aeL,

f(e,a)=f(a,e) = a.

For convenience, e may be chosen as 0. If we omit condition (iii), we

have a characterization of complete fully ordered quasigroups. In either

case, such a function/is obviously continuous. Thus we have the following

generalization of an early result of Holder [7].

Corollary 10. IfL is a complete fully ordered, strongly power associa-

tive loop then L is either the additive group of integers or the additive group

of real numbers.

Proof. Aczél has shown (see [1, p. 435]) that a strongly power

associative loop with a continuous addition and whose underlying set is

the real numbers is isomorphic to the additive group of real numbers.

For this corollary, it is not enough that we assume L is power associa-

tive as the following example shows.

Example.   We define an operation (©) on the set 7? of real numbers by

(i) a@b=a+b if û=0 or Z>=0, and

(ii) aí¡>b=a+b—ab otherwise.

The set R with this operation and the usual order is a complete

fully ordered loop, however it is not associative since (—1© —l)©l?í

—1©(—1©1). Thus according to Corollary 10, the operation (©) is not

strongly power associative. But it is power associative since the set of

positive elements and the set of negative elements are each subsemigroups

of R.

We note that, in this example, the subloop K generated by 1 is the set Q

of all rational numbers. This suggests the following result.

Corollary 11. If L is a complete fully ordered loop and if a is a

member ofL that does not generate a subgroup then the subloop K generated

by a is dense in L.
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Proof. K is not a subgroup, thus K has no smallest positive element,

and so K must be dense in L.
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